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         Informational Interview 

 For my informational interview I was fortunate enough to interview two men 

involved in the world sales at prominent positions in their respective companies. These 

two men were Joe Reilly, Sales Manager at IBM and Phil Mimmo, Director of Sales at 

US eDirect. Both of these men have worked hard to achieve the positions they are 

currently holding and were very helpful in taking time out of their busy schedules to 

speak with me. Although I was hoping to do the interviews in person, I understood that 

they were very busy and was able to complete them over the phone, which was still 

extremely beneficial. I spoke with each of them for about fifteen minutes using the 

information provided in our book to help guide me throughout the process. I feel that I 

gained a lot from the interviews and hope that when I speak to them in the near future, it 

will help open up new networks to potential job opportunities.  

 The first interview I am going to discuss was the one with Joe Reilly, Sales 

Manager at IBM. I was fortunate to have the chance to speak with Mr. Reilly through a 

friend of my father’s, using the network opportunity to my full advantage. I began the 

interview by thanking Mr. Reilly again for taking time out of his busy schedule to speak 

with me. Prior to the interview, I had been exchanging e-mails with Mr. Reilly to learn 

more about his position and company in order to have a substantial about of knowledge 

going into the interview. I began the interview asking how he got started at IBM and if 
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what advice he could offer to someone in my position. He told me how he began at IBM 

at just twenty-one years old, working in the mailroom at an entry-level position. He told 

me that the best advice he could offer was “to not give up ever getting knocked down for 

the first time.” He reassured me that every position I apply for there is going to be 

companies that pass on you and how you react to the rejection will determine if you are 

capable of being successful in the work field. With Mr. Reilly being the Sales Manager 

he deals with many different companies, making relationships with these companies both 

internally and externally, thus having his network grow larger then it already was. That 

was his second piece of advice he gave to me, to always realize that the person you are 

speaking with could have the potential to open different doors for you and offer great 

opportunities. The next question I had focused on his daily duties at IBM and how a 

typical day would go about for him. Mr. Reilly lives and works in New York, and said he 

usually begins his day at 7:30 am, consulting with his sales workers on the customers 

they would be speaking with as well as the “hot” items they would be pushing to sell. 

These meetings usually went onto about 9:00 am when he would hit the road to different 

customer sites, normally spending six to seven hours of the day speaking with the various 

customers. Mr. Reilly said that a big part of his job is traveling, he told me that he had 

just gotten back from Florida where he was conducting business meetings with potential 

customers and has traveled throughout the world to get potentials sales completed. After 

completing his daily travels, he would end the day on a conference call with all of his 

sales workers, discussing the progress with each customer and how they would close the 

sales successfully.  
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 The next question I asked focused on the most satisfying and challenging aspects 

of his job. Mr. Reilly said that the most satisfying part was being able to solve problems 

that his customers are having. You want to make sure the customer is always satisfied 

and if a problem ever occurs you are capable of fixing that problem as quickly as possible 

as well as show how important the customer means to you. The most challenging part he 

faces is when problems occur within the company and they affect the sales that they are 

working on. When his sales workers start a problem or aren’t able to fix a problem they 

are facing, it hurts the image of what they work for everyday and could put a black eye 

on their reputation as sales workers. Having a strong reputation is very important to Mr. 

Reilly as he see’s it as one of the reasons he worked himself from the mailroom to a high 

position at IBM. With his large cliental in IBM, I asked Mr. Reilly if there was a demand 

in the sales field and told him of my interest about the subject. He said that the demand is 

growing in up and coming companies, companies that are innovators specifically with 

technology as that field is improving almost daily. The 4G companies have really 

expanded their power in the sales world and are being viewed as successful companies 

that have a lot of potential behind them. Mr. Reilly stated that these type of companies 

are where young adults such as myself, fresh out of college, should apply too due to our 

knowledge with these technological products as well as our ability to connect to the 

customers they are focusing on. While wrapping up the interview I asked if he could give 

me any personal advice on knowing whether or not I chose the right job. He said as long 

as you’re happy going into work everyday, you’ll have a good career, being miserable at 

your job will make life go bye a lot tougher.  
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 The second interview I will be discussing was with Phil Mimmo, Direct of Sales 

at US eDirect. Mr. Mimmo began his career in sales after being forced to retire from the 

NYPD due to an injury to his leg that occurred while chasing a suspect. He said he had 

never expected to be in sales but has relished in the opportunity to be successful in a 

totally different field of work then he was used too. I was also fortunate to speak with Mr. 

Mimmo the same way I had been in contact with Mr. Reilly, using the network 

opportunities I was able to make and set up a time that fit in his schedule to do the 

interview. The first question I had focused on a typical day for him, what his daily 

responsibilities consisted of. He told me his largest responsibility is to make sure that his 

team, which consists of five members, as well as himself, meets their targets they have 

set up. US eDirect is a software company that provides recreational and management 

software to mostly Parks and Recreation departments throughout America. They 

normally have five to ten projects going on weekly, with Mr. Mimmo having ten major 

city accounts to check on as well. These major city accounts include Miami, Atlanta and 

Los Angeles where he personally travels too to fix any problems that may occur. 

Traveling is what led me to my second question, what is the most satisfying and 

challenging part of his job. Mr. Mimmo said that traveling was one of the most satisfying 

parts of his job when he first began, traveling all around the country meeting new people 

and seeing new places he had never been too. Now that he has a family the traveling 

begins to take its toll but is still rewarding. The other part he found satisfying was being 

able to fix any problems that may occur with his customer. I mentioned to him how Mr. 

Reilly had said the same thing, which Mr. Mimmo replied “there is no better satisfaction 

then knowing you made your customers day by fixing that problem personally, it shows 
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them that we truly care about the work we do.” The most challenging part of his job is 

when his workers don’t seem to care about the sale they are working on. It is his job to 

keep his workers on top of their tasks but it becomes more difficult when they don’t put 

their best effort into their customers, thus becoming a problem for the entire company. It 

is when this type of effort is being shown consistently that workers increase their chances 

of losing their position at the company. Following this question I asked what the basic 

prerequisites are needed for this type of job. He said that a college education is 100% 

needed, the skills you learn in college are very vital to your success. You also need to 

have strong people skills, possess the capability to talk to numerous amounts of people 

ranging in all different positions. In sales you have to convince the customer that they are 

making the right purchase and if you aren’t capable of doing so then it will be very 

difficult to become successful. This is where the skills you learn in Communication 

Studies courses come into play, using your tone of voice and choice of words to convince 

the customer that they are doing the right thing. 

 My next question focused on the demand for workers in sales. Mr. Mimmo said 

that if you want to get involved in sales its important to develop a strong network with 

people you meet that can lead you to either a position with a well-known sales company 

or an up-and-coming company that has loads of potential. In sales, you control your own 

destiny so it is up to you to see how successful you will be. He said that when he was 

working in the NYPD some days were tougher then others but he knew that he would 

have a paycheck at the end of the week, in sales if you don’t meet your targets and show 

those above you that you can make it you could be looking at a pink slip. As we wrapped 

up the interview I asked Mr. Mimmo the same question I asked Mr. Reilly, with similar 
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responses from both of them. I asked him any special advice he could offer to someone 

like myself. He said that you have to enjoy what you do on a daily basis, if you are 

capable of doing so then it will come easy. Sales is a stressful job and if you aren’t 

capable of facing the ups and downs that come with it then it is most likely not the career 

you should be fulfilling.  

 While talking with both men I was taking notes on how they were answering their 

questions, in hopes to learn a few tips on how to communicate better with those who have 

been involved in the business many years. Both men had strong voices backed with 

confidence behind every statement, they knew what they were talking about and helped 

me understand more clearly how much effort truly goes into their work. When they spoke 

to me about needing strong people skills, I thought about the interpersonal and nonverbal 

communication skills we learned in class. These two types of skills would be extremely 

beneficial in communicating with potential customers in hopes of completing a sale. I felt 

that I made good impressions on both men and plan to express my gratitude in follow up 

e-mails within the next few days. After I finished both interviews I was able to speak 

with them for a few more minutes, discussing school and work, hoping to leave them 

with a positive image of the person I am. In the follow up e-mails I plan on expressing 

my interest in the specific type of work that they do and if given the opportunity would 

try to help their companies in any form possible. Although I was not able to meet with 

them in person, I hope that my posture over the phone shows that I am worthy of a sit 

down interview, where I can showcase more of my communication skills, which will 

increase my chances of a future job within their companies.  

	   	  
	  


